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From the Publisher

Two decades ago, a crazy idea was born from the love of dolls. Every day of my life became consumed with my hobby, but what could be better than doing what you love for a living? And so, Fashion Doll Quarterly was launched at an evening soirée at the showroom of the Alexander Doll Company. Since the launch in 2003, FDQ has published 69 regular quarterly magazines, 23 unique event and holiday issues, two calendars and three books. I have traveled the world, from Australia to Japan, Italy, The UK, Canada and many of these great United States, all to share my love and passion for fashion dolls and to report on my adventures to you, the reader. Our goal in 2021 is to digitize all of these issues so they will live on for another generation to discover and read all about the glamorous, glorious world of the fashion doll and all that it encompasses.

Pat Henry
2020 DIGITAL ONLY

SPRING 2020
French Style
$6.99

$6.99
AUTUMN 2020
Doll Decor.
$6.99

WINTER 2020
Flora & Fauna
$6.99

HOLIDAY 2020
Happy Holidays!
$6.99

On the cover: Kotalin Bizelle returns with her sister Elizabet, wearing “Glittering Gala”. The collection marks the second wave of Bizelle dolls by Jozef Szekeres, now in jointed vinyl. Photo illustration by Pat Henry.

Subscribers: be sure to check your email on the 15th of each quarter to download your all-digital issue. Your friends can also buy single issues in digital form or purchase print back issues on our website:

www.fashiondollquarterly.co
06 - PAT’S PAD
Touch base with FDQ Editor Pat Henry and see what’s new in the doll world.

9 - MEN’S POV
Ian Price offers some thoughts on tidying up your collection in the new year.

11 - EVENT CALENDAR
See what is happening in the doll world in 2020.

14 - EVENTS: HUGUETTE CLARK AUCTION
The extraordinary collection of heiress Hueguette Clark goes up for auction.

18 - DOLL NEWS
The latest additions to the fashion doll universe.

20 - NEWS IN THE KINGDOM
Updates on the Perfume girls and the OOFabulous collection.

22 - COVER STORY: THE LIZ Biz RETURNS
Jozef Szekeres brings back his Elizabeth Bizelle in vinyl.

30 - ARTIST PROFILE: ROGIER CORBEAU
Dutch blogger and artist shares his latest work and inspirations.

36 - THE FIVE INSTAGRAM ACCOUNTS TO FOLLOW
It’s the inescapable app—might as well look at the best of the current artists making waves.

40 - THE SIRENS OF CELLULOID
Benj Joseph shares his love of photography, film and Gene Marshall in his extraordinary photo essays.

46 - HOW TO GET THAT FRENCH GIRL STYLE
How do they get that effortless style—and how can you bring it into your collection?

52 - COFFEE UNTIL WINE
Ian Price takes a look at some of the most iconic French fashion dolls.

61 - THE BOTTLE CHAIR
Down and dirty how-to featuring the humble vinegar jug.

66 - VIVÉ LE FELT!
Paul Bruce and James Kirwan show us the many incarnations of that under-sung fabric—felt.

72 - FRENCH DRESSING
Michaela Unbenhau styles her muses in the latest in au courant fashion, with Gallic flair.

80 - WHEW! THAT WAS A CLOSE CALL
Kim London brings us a fashion portfolio with a bold new graphic style.

86 - LAST LOOK
The promise of spring is coming, but first, a little snow.
Summer 2020

Pajama Party!

On the cover: Vintage Color Magic Barbie gets ready for the night, wearing the aptly named “Slumber Party” (1642). Photographed at home in her 1965 Dream House, exclusively for FDQ by Pat Henry.

Subscribers: be sure to check your email on the 15th of each quarter to download your all-digital issue. Your friends can also buy single issues in digital form or purchase print back issues on our website:

www.fashiondollquarterly.co
06 - PAT’S PAD
Touch base with FDQ Editor Pat Henry and see what's new in the doll world.

9 - MEN’S POV
Ian Price offers some thoughts on tidying up your collection in the new year.

12 - NEWS: FDQ/HORSMAN CHAIR CONTEST
Show us your best redesign and win great stuff!

14 - DOLL NEWS
The latest additions to the fashion doll universe. Petworks shows off their new 1/6-scale boys.

17 - INSIDE BARBIE’S CLOSET
Read all about Carol Spencer’s new book on life with Barbie.

22 - BALLERINA AT FIT
Take a virtual tour of the elegant exhibit on the beauty and influence of the ballerina in culture and fashion.

30 - ARTIST PROFILE: MATT SKY
The editorial hair and make-up artist has an exceptional eye for beauty, whether the face of a supermodel or a vinyl diva.

38 - THE PAJAMA GAME
Pat Henry takes a look at the ever popular pajama, everyone’s favorite thing to wear these days.

48 - MINI MODE
Meet the man behind the newest hit in the fashion doll universe!

52 - MOVIE NIGHT
Ian Price imagines your favorite dolls up on the marquee in fantastic new movie posters.

60 - SHEER JOY
Glenn Mielke’s girls show off their most provocative peignoirs.

62 - MY OLD FRIENDS
Cindi Mortensen takes a look back at her favorite childhood dolls who have stayed by her side.

66 - BEACH, PLEASE!
Time to start getting that beach body in shape for summer weather. Ian Price has some ideas!

74 - IT’S SO GOOD TO BE HOME
Who says you can’t be fashionable, even if you are at home? Kim London shows us how.

80 - NIGHTIE, NITE
Terri Gold shares some warm and fuzzy nights at home.

90 - DREAMY
The boys like their jammies, too! Glenn Mielke takes a look at what the well-dressed man doll wears at night.

94 - LAST LOOK
Breakfast in bed with Anouk.
On the cover: Shelley Moore’s fabulous Mondrian mask adorns the face of Superdoll’s Sybarite “Tapeze”. Photo by Shelley Moore.

Subscribers: be sure to check your email on the 15th of each quarter to download your all-digital issue. Your friends can also buy single issues in digital form or purchase print back issues on our website:

www.fashiondollquarterly.co
06 - PAT’S PAD
Touch base with FDQ Editor Pat Henry and see what’s new in the doll world.

11 - MEN’S POV
Ian Price offers some thoughts on tidying up your collection in the new year.

14 - NEWS: PANDEMIC DOLLS
Release your own inner quarantine avatar!

16 - MEET KATE
The latest additions to the fashion doll universe, by Janchor.

18 - BFMC GIFTSET DROPS
The final giftset in the Silkstone collection is the end of an era.

20 - CHAIR CONTEST!
Peruse our finalists and vote for your favorite chair.

24 - TELLING STORIES
Kia Spencer shares her latest story driven photos and her inspiration behind them.

28 - WEAR YOUR MASK
Terri Gold invited some of our best designers to create their version of a bespoke mask for their dolls.

34 - FINDING PURPOSE
Pat Henry reminds us to take a moment to focus on what works for you, even when you are stressed.

38 - DOLL DECOR
Terri Gold shares her collection of fantastic props and accessories for doll dioramas.

44 - DARLIN’ DECOR
Visit with Paul Bruce at Barbie’s Country Livin’ House.

50 - BILLYBOY IN FASHION
Ian Price shows us that Billy is more than just a pretty face.

52 - TRUNK SHOW
Pat Henry takes a look at the amazing miniature collection that was presented by Dior for the Autumn/Winter 2020 collection.

60 - GUYS AND DOLLS
In the spirit of Calendar Girls and the Naked Firemen calendars we cheekily asked a few of our favorite guys in the world of dolls if they would disrobe for the camera. Amazingly enough some of them agreed!

72 - A BOLD, BRAVE NEW MALE
Ernesto Padro-Campos shows us what the modern male is wearing in the Millennium.

78 - NEON VIBES
Michaela Unbehau goes bold and bright for fall.

86 - THE FUTURE DEPENDS ON WHAT YOU DO TODAY
All around the world with Kim London’s dolls. Even in these extraordinary times of upheaval, doll makers across the globe continue to surprise and enthral us. Let’s all go on a virtual trip. Story and layout by Ian Price.

92 - OUT OF THE DARK
Take a step forward and shine! Photos and styling by Michaela Unbehau.

100 - LAST LOOK
WINTER 2020

Flora & Fauna

On the cover: The newest face to hit the fashion doll scene is Fabiola, an exciting Latinx character who heads to Hollywood for fame and fortune.

www.fashiondollquarterly.co
06 - PAT'S PAD
Touch base with FDQ Editor Pat Henry and see what's new in the doll world.

11 - MEN'S POV
Ian Price offers some thoughts on tidying up your collection in the new year.

14 - NEWS: NBDC2020
The first of many virtually held online conventions for 2020.

21 - MEET OUR CHAIR CONTEST WINNER!
The readers have decided—there can only be one.

26 - YOUR VERY OWN ADONIS
Rudi Teruel introduces us to the latest line from JHD Toys.

32 - RESIN RUNWAY
Jeremy Scott of Moschino channels fashion dolls in his latest collection.

40 - FABULOUS FABIOLA
Michael Buess debuts his new muse, Fabiola in all her glory.

46 - SYLVIE VARTAN
Ian Price takes us down memory lane to revisit the vinyl chanteuse of France.

50 - BARBIE BLANC ET NOIR
Glenn Mielke brings us a different and colorful take on Ms. B.

56 - ALEX FAIRCHILD FORD
Pat Henry takes a look back to one of the classic fashion dolls of the early century.

64 - SECRET SUE
The cutest little spy you have ever seen!

70 - FLORIBUNDA
Ernesto Padro-Campos shares the garden of delights that is Rosina Haskel's collection.

80 - LET THEM EAT CAKE
Kim L.ondon shows us that fresh fashion is a piece of cake.

86 - BILLYBOY GETS ALL DRESSED UP
A cheeky look at Billyboy in drag.

88 - LAST LOOK
HOLIDAY 2020

Frozen

On the cover: Kingdom Doll’s LE companion doll for their Alchemy event was Aether, seen here in a LE gown and Madra Lord’s fur coat, from “First Encounter”. Photo, by Pat Henry, exclusively for FDQ.

www.fashiondollquarterly.co
06 - PAT’S PAD
Touch base with FDQ Editor Pat Henry and see what’s new in the doll world.

11 - MEN’S POV
Ian Price offers some thoughts on tidying up your collection in the new year.

14 - NEWS: KD ALCHEMY
The UK-based company hosts their event via Zoom this year.

22 - INTEGRITY CELEBRATES 25 YEARS
Another company goes virtual with a celebration of their many lines over the years.

26 - HOLIDAY WISH LIST
Our editors tell us what the hope to see under the tree this season.

30 - TAKE A SEAT- UPDATE!
The Horsman Chair contest winner, Shelley Moore, takes her winnings to new lengths- creating a chaise longue out of her new chairs.

36 - TALKIN’ BARBIE TALK
Pat Henry chats with Michael Williams about his collection of the ultimate Barbie magazines.

42 - IN THE DOLL WORLD
Meet the team behind the podcast that takes you inside the doll collecting world.

46 - A MOOREVILLE XMAS
Cindi Mortensen shares a Christmas story from Mooreville, USA.

48 - COCKTAILS
Ian Price gets in the holiday spirit with dolls and spirits!

59 - LETTING IT GO
Pat Henry takes a look back at her memories of FDQ.

70 - BARBIE COLLECTORS CLUB OF ALBERTA, CANADA
Glenn Mielke gives us a look back at the lovely club dolls featured by the BBC of Alberta.

80 - POSTCARDS FROM CHER
Ian Price takes us down memory lane with Mego’s Cher doll.

86 - PANTHEON: THE ART AND PHILOSOPHY OF HV ALA DOLLS
Ernesto Padro-Campos introduces us to the genderless dolls of P.J. Knox.

94 - FROZEN
Terri Gold brings us frosty fresh fashion fit for the Queen of Arendelle.

100 - FDQ ALWAYS AN INSPIRATION
Michaela Unbehau signs off with a portfolio of her favorite dolls and fashions.

110 - MEET ME UNDER THE MISTLETOE
Kim London has her dolls ready for a cozy holiday season.

115 - MAKE A HOLIDAY PILLOW
Paul Bruce gives us a quick and easy tutorial for making festive pillows for your gang.

118 - THE NO-SEW TREE TOPPER GOWN
Makes a great table centerpiece, too!

122 - THE POINSETTIA SISTERS
Kia Powell takes us through the process of making striking paper dresses for your dolls for now, or any time of year!

128 - LAST LOOK
By Kim London
Ready, Set-Shop!
Mary Poppins
The Bold Doll
ElenPriv Sheath Pattern
The Rock Flowers

Guys ’N Dolls: Mel & Josh

SPRING 2019
Guys ’N Dolls
$6.99

SUMMER 2019
Childhood
$6.99
AUTUMN 2019
Minimalism/Maximalism
$6.99

WINTER 2019
Flair
$6.99

HOLIDAY 2019
Holiday Sparkle
$6.99

On the cover: Friends and fellow artists Mel Odom and Joshua McKinney share a passion for art, but their esthetics are distinctively different. Here, the two share their muses—Gene and Pidgin. Photo composite by Josh McKinney and Pat Henry for FDQ.
DEPARTMENTS
Pg. 10   Editor’s Letter
Pg. 16   Event Calendar
Pg. 17   Newsfront: FAO Reopens
Pg. 19   TDC Closes its Doors
Pg. 22   Barbie at 60: What’s New
Pg. 28   Ready, Set- Shop!
Pg. 88   Last Look: The Promise of Spring

FEATURES
Pg. 26   Events: FIT Exhibit on Fabric
Pg. 34   The Whimsical World of Mary Poppins
Pg. 42   Guys ‘N Dolls: Mel and Josh at The National Arts Club
Pg. 48   The Rock Flowers
Pg. 53   He’s Ken’s Buddy!
  By Paul Bruce & James Kirwan
Pg. 56   Me, Myself and I
  By Irais & Ian Price
Pg. 64   The Bold Doll
  By Ian Price

FASHION
Pg. 70   Forever Friends
  By Kim London
Pg. 76   Ladies Who Lunch
  By George Gonzalez
Pg. 80   Catch Up on Your Reading
  By Pat Henry
Pg. 84   Super Sheath Pattern
  By ElenPriv
On the cover: KimLondon features Dominion Doll Aura sharing her own Barbie doll collection.
Autumn 2019

Minimalism/Maximalism

On the cover: Kingdom Doll Rosalind in a skit by Integrity Toys, the belt is by V.JHON, the top (which is actually a loop scarf) is by Huckleberry Jackson and the necklace and bag are from Kingdom Doll. Wig is from Kingdom Doll Ravenna. Photography by Michaela Unbehau.

www.fashiondollquarterly.co
DEPARTMENTS
Pg. 8    Editor’s Letter
Pg. 12   Event Calendar
Pg. 13   Men’s POV
Pg. 16   Shop Till You Drop!
Pg. 18   News: Pidgin News
Pg. 20   Events: London Fashion Doll Festival
Pg. 24   Events: Pullips
Pg. 100  Last Look: The Promise of Spring

FEATURES
Pg. 28   Camp At The Met
Pg. 32   Adventures With Barbie
Pg. 38   Fashion Is Not Frivolous: Mary Quant
Pg. 46   Take A Seat: The Work of JP Designs
Pg. 52   Wiggy Chic
Pg. 60   A Tribute to Tyler Wentworth
Pg. 64   Weird On Parade
Pg. 70   JS Men

FASHION
Pg. 75   60 Years of Barbie Realness
Pg. 80   Break The Rules
Pg. 88   Little Sistors
Pg. 95   Light My Fire
On the cover: The latest from Volks are the amazing Dollfie Icons. Debuting at Dolpa this fall, these fantastic dolls are grabbing fans across the globe with their new look and attitude. Photo courtesy of Volks, Inc.

www.fashiondollquarterly.co
On the cover: Sydney Chase made her triumphant return to the spotlight at Metrodolls’ November event, Savoy Affair. Photo by Pat Henry.
DEPARTMENTS
Pg. 12 Editor’s Letter
Pg. 13 Event Calendar
Pg. 18 Editor’s Wish List
Pg. 20 Newsfront: Holiday Honeys
Pg. 22 Newsfront: Mattel Rebounds
Pg. 26 Events: Metrodolls
Pg. 90 Last Look: Spooky Holidays

FEATURES
Pg. 34 FIT: Minimalism/Maximalism
Pg. 42 Artist Profile: Jian Yang
  By Mary Kuliveovski
Pg. 48 Holiday Memories: Our Best Toys
Pg. 52 Artist Q&A: Chiwen Su
  By Pat Henry
Pg. 56 Twinkle, Twinkle!
  By Ian Price
Pg. 62 To All The Dolls I Loved Before
  By Pat Henry

FASHION
Pg. 68 Baby, It’s Cold Outside!
  By Kim London
Pg. 74 Feeling Festive
  By Michaela Unbehau
Pg. 84 Holiday Decor in Black and White
  By Pat Henry
SUMMER 2018
$6.99
DIGITAL ISSUE
WWW.FASHIONDOLLQUARTERLY.CO

Memories of Childhood
Toys ‘r Us: What Happened?
Ottolini
Downtown Abbey in NYC
Michael Ben

SPRING 2018
Product description here.
$6.99

2018 DIGITAL ONLY

KD 00 Fabulous
AUTUMN 2018
Product description here.
$6.99

WINTER 2018
At The Gala
$6.99

HOLIDAY 2018
On The Red Carpet
$6.99
On the cover: Our lovely exclusive "J’Adore" Gene takes an encore bow as cover girl. We say au revoir for now to JamieShow Gene at next month’s convention. Photo by Pat Henry, exclusively for FDQ.

www.fashiondollquarterly.co
DEPARTMENTS

Pg.14 Editor’s Letter
Pg.15 Men’s POV
Pg.17 Event Calendar
Pg.18 Newsfront: DeMuse
Pg.72 Last Look: The Promise of Spring
    By Alexandra Forbes

FEATURES

Pg.20 Dior Exhibit in Paris
Pg.32 St. Laurent Permanent Museum Debuts
Pg.42 What the Hell, Mattel?
    By Pat Henry
Pg.48 Farwell to a Friend: Gene Marshall

Pg.56 Monica of Hollywood
    By Ian Price
Pg.562 ElenPriv
    By Michaela Unbehau
Pg.66 Pepstars Lisa Jameson
    By Angela Nielsen
Pg.72 Fierce!
    By Glenn Mielke

FASHION

Pg.78 Working It
    By Ian Price and Kim London
Pg.84 Welcome Black,
    By Michaela Unbehau
Pg.90 A Show Full of the Powerful
    By Paul Bruce
SUMMER 2018

Adventure

On the cover: The fabulous new sculpt from Kingdom Dolls, Dumnonii, is here called Destiny, in a new skintone called Bournville, wearing KD Atelier, to be released late fall. Photo by Alexandra Forbes exclusively for FDQ.
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DEPARTMENTS
Pg 8 Editor’s Letter
Pg 9 Event Calendar
Pg 11 Men’s POV
Pg 22 JamieShow Event
Pg 30 Newsfront: Moneyqueen
Pg 90 Last Look: Summer Picnic

FEATURES
Pg 14 Barbie Fashion For You
Pg 16 Your Journey To Japan
Pg 26 KD: 00-Fabulous
  by Pat Henry
Pg 32 The Wonderful World of Michael Ben
  by Ian Price
Pg 36 Downton Abbey: The Exhibition
  by Pat Henry
Pg 44 Dolls: A Hobby With A Pricetag
  by Michaela Unbehau
Pg 48 Outlander: The Collection
Pg 53 PashaPasha
  by Julia@elenpriv.com
Pg 58 Ipelhouse Junior
  by Angela Nielsen
Pg 60 Childhood Memories
  by Cindi Mortensen
Pg 64 Ottolini’s Sonia
  by Ian Price

FASHION
Pg 70 Killer Kawaii
  by Pamela Thompson
Pg 78 Holiday Fun
  by Ian Price and KimLondon
Pg 84 The Queen of Fashion
  by Michaela Unbehau
On the cover: Phyn & Aero’s newest collaboration is with fashion designer Ryan Roche. Lush fabrics, clean hair and make-up, and realistic fashion mannequins are the new direction for fall 2018. Photo by Pat Henry, exclusively for Fashion Doll Quarterly.
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Pg. 14 Newsfront: On Tiny Shoulders
Pg. 17 Newsfront: Pullip Convention
Pg. 92 Last Look: Summer Picnic

FEATURES
Pg. 20 London Fashion Doll Festival
Pg. 24 KD: 00 Fabulous
  By Anna Duffy
Pg. 28 Mizi Doll Debuts
Pg. 30 The Art of the Pet: Lucy Maloney
  By Michaela Unbehau
Pg. 32 DollBleu
  By Pat Henry
Pg. 36 Mazarine Blue
  By Michaela Unbehau
Pg. 40 Phyn & Aero Present
  Ryan Roche
Pg. 46 Andrew Yang on Kadira 2019
  By Pat Henry
Pg. 52 Norell: Dean of

FASHION
Pg. 78 Urban Jungle
  By Michaela Unbehau
Pg. 86 Extra Texture
  By Pat Henry

American Fashion
  By Pat Henry
Pg. 60 The Humble Raincoat
  By Anna Duffy
Pg. 68 Global Gourmets,
  By Ian Price
WINTER 2018

At The Gala

On the cover: Reign of Durham, a LE centerpiece doll offered at the Monarchy KD event in Scotland. Photo by Alex Forbes, exclusively for Fashion Doll Quarterly.
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Pg 8  Editor’s Letter
Pg 13  Event Calendar
Pg 11  Men’s POV
Pg 14  Newsfront: Newt Scamander
Pg 17  Newsfront: JamieShow Ginnie
Pg 92  Last Look: Elegant Evenings

FEATURES

Pg 16  Kingdom Doll Monarchy Event
Pg 24  Real Life Barbie Fashions
  by Anna Duffy
Pg 28  Meet DominionDoll
Pg 34  Diorama Drama
  by Ian Price
Pg 40  Musée Dentelle de Chantilly
  by Pat Henry
Pg 48  The Gala Gala!
  by Paul Bruce and
  James Kirwan
Pg 50  Color The Chaos
  by Pamela Thompson
Pg 54  Modern Met
  by Baris Genec and Ian Price
Pg 59  The Gala Fundraiser
  by Cindi Mortensen
Pg 64  Billy of The Ball
  by Ian Price and Baris Genec
Pg 74  Gala Drama
  by Ernesto Padro-Campos

FASHION

Pg 80  Finery Fit For Royalty
  by Kim London and Ian Price
Pg 86  Dress To Impress
  by Michaela Unbehau
HOLIDAY 2018
On The Red Carpet

On the cover: Eshe hits the red carpet in an elegant red long-sleeve column dress with dramatic train, part of the new JamieShow Gala Holiday Collection. Photograph by George Gonzalez for JamieShow.
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Pg. 10 Editor’s Letter
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FEATURES

Pg. 16 Events: PUDDLE: The Spell of The Sea
By Jane Easterly
Pg. 26 Winter Wonders
Pg. 28 Barbie At Sixty
Pg. 32 FDQ’s Holiday Wish List
Pg. 38 Crafting With RetroRenovation
By Pat Henry
Pg. 42 Santa’s Little Helpers
By Baris & Ian Price
Pg. 48 The Power of Pink
By Pat Henry
Pg. 58 JamieShow: The Holiday Gala Collection
By Pat Henry
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Pg. 70 All I Want For Christmas
By Michaela Unbehau
Pg. 84 It’s In The Bag! Craft
By Anna Duffy
2017 PRINT & DIGITAL

SPRING 2017
Business
$10.99 print/6.99 digital

SUMMER 2017
What’s Cooking?
$10.99 print/6.99 digital
AUTUMN 2017
Adventure
$10.99 print/6.99 digital

WINTER 2017
Decadence
$10.99 print/6.99 digital

HOLIDAY 2020
Holiday Dreams.
$6.99 digital only

On the cover: FDQ is honored to have an American exclusive. Volks has partnered with Junichi Nakahara’s estate to bring to life the illustrations of his fashion magazine, Soleil. These special dolls were for display only and are not for sale. You can buy the beautiful “Little Women” dolls, also inspired by Nakahara’s illustrations for the book: www.volks.co.jp

Photography courtesy of Volks, Inc. of Japan.
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Pg.10 Editor’s Letter
Pg.13 Mens’ POV
Pg.15 Newsfront: Tonner Doll
Pg.17 Newsfront: Kingdom Doll
Pg.19 Artist Q&A: Arnaldo Cardona
Pg.82 Last Look: Taking Care of Business

FEATURES
Pg.24 So- You Want To Be in The Business?
Pg.28 Volks Collaborates With Junichi Nakahara
Pg.36 FDQ Presents Their Favorite Independents
Pg.43 Career Gal: Barbie’s Work Fashions
By Pat Henry
Pg.50 Nigel Chia: Inside The Atelier
By Pat Henry
Pg.56 Facets By Marcia
By Terri Gold
Pg.60 Matilda Pink: Dressing Blythe
By Ian Price
Pg.66 Cool, Edgy, Fashionable: Shantommo
By Michaela Unbehau

FASHION
Pg.69 Sew Fine: Doll Fashion Designers
By Glenn Mielke
Pg.74 Strictly Business
By Michaela Unbehau
On the cover: The amazing miniature stylings of Dawn Anderson, of OneSixthSense make you take a second look. Are you looking at the cover of Gourmet magazine? Well, maybe for your favorite 1/6-scale dolls! Photograph by Dawn Anderson for OneSixthScale. Read more about the artist in this issue starting on page 40.
On the cover: JamieShow’s latest event exclusive is the alluring and mysterious Ling Lang. This exotic siren premiered at the JamieShow convention in June. Check out the official site to get your newest icon of the runway. Photo by George Gonzalez.
DEPARTMENTS
Pg  8 Editor's Letter
Pg.13 Mens’ POV
Pg.15 Newsfront: Musée de la Poupée
Pg.17 Events: GAW 2017
Pg.18 Newsfront: GlamourOz Dolls
Pg.20 Newsfront: Kingdom Doll Contest
Pg.22 The New Artists
Pg.25 Introducing Phyn & Aero
Pg.80 Last Look, by KimLondon

FEATURES
Pg.28 Cover Girl: Black Dragon
Pg.32 Living in The Doll's House With Terry Brown
Pg.36 Ziplining!
  By Cindi Mortensen
Pg.38 Made To Move
  By Angela Nielsen
Pg.40 Cold War Collectors
  By Pat Henry
Pg.48 Chic On The Cheap
  By Ian Price
Pg.54 Adventures in House Hunting
  By Paul Bruce & James Kirwan
Pg.57 The Pink Bubbles Salon
  By Ernesto Padro-Campos
Pg.62 Nelvana of The Northern Lights
  By Glenn Mielke

FASHION
Pg.68 The Great Outdoors
  By Ian Price & KimLondon
Pg.74 Adventure Land
  By Michaela Unbehau
On the cover: Kingdom Doll gives us the exclusive on their Sinful event doll. Inspired by the glamour of Dior’s fragrance ads featuring Charlize Theron for “J’Adore”, KD’s latest sculpt strikes it gold.

Photography by Alexandra Forbes, Kingdom Doll.
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Pg.10 Editor's Letter
Pg.11 Men's POV
Pg.13 Newsfront: The Dream House is back!
Pg.14 Events: Dolpa 2017
Pg.18 Newsfront: Pullip Puddle 2017
Pg.21 Newsfront: MMinette
Pg.26 Artist Profile: Hazel Street Designs
Pg.80 Last Look, by KimLondon

FEATURES
Pg.22 Raccoon Doll, by Angela Nielsen
Pg.24 Kadira Update With Andrew Yang
Pg.29 A Day in the Life of A Socialite Diva
  By Cindi Mortensen
Pg.30 More With Maiko
  By VIn Trapani
Pg.34 Mod Metallics
  By Glenn Mielke
Pg.40 Kingdom Doll Gets Decadent
  At Sinful
Pg.45 The Body Adorned
  By Ernesto Padró-Campos
Pg.50 Dining Decadence
  By Paul Bruce & James Kirwan
Pg.56 Living It Louche,
  By Ian Price

FASHION
Pg.62 After Dark
  By Michaela Unbehau
Pg.68 Material Girls
  By Ian Price & KimLondon
Pg.74 Self Indulgent Decay
  By Pamela Thompson
HOLIDAY 2017

Holiday Wish List

On the cover: Kingdom Doll’s LE companion doll for their Alchemy event was Aether, seen here in a LE gown and Madra Lord’s fur coat, from “First Encounter”. Photo, by Pat Henry, exclusively for FDQ.

Subscribers: This is the last issue we will be publishing. You can still purchase issues as single downloads, and some back issues are available in print. Your friends can also buy single issues in digital form or purchase print back issues on our website:

www.fashiondollquarterly.co
DEPARTMENTS
Pg.14 Editor’s Letter
Pg.16 Newsfront: PidginDoll & Hats
Pg.17 Men’s POV
Pg.20 Events: Metrodolls
Pg.72 Last Look: Deck The Halls
By Kim London

FEATURES
Pg.28 Santa Goes To Moreville
Pg.30 Holiday Wish List
Pg.32 Decadent- or Virtuous?
    by Ernesto Padro-Campos
Pg.36 Holiday Dolls
Pg.42 RDJ Presents: KULT
    by Padró-Campos
Pg.46 Wonder Woman is Coming
    by Pat Henry
Pg.51 Make Your Own Books and Magazines
    by Michaela Unbehau
Pg.72 Cookies!
    by Michaela Unbehau

FASHION
Pg.54 Gifted
    By Pamela Thompson
Pg.60 Holiday Glamour
    By Michaela Unbehau
Pg.66 Kadira Does Christmas
    By Andrew Yang and Maurice LaCroix
2016 DIGITAL & PRINT

SPRING 2016
Monochrome
$6.99/ $10.00 print

SUMMER 2016
Birthday Party!
$6.99/ $10.00 print

AUTUMN 2016
On The Beach
$6.99/ $10.00 print

Guest Who?
Virgin Archer
Presents New Fashion Doll

Fashion & Dolls: A Love Story

Tiny Tears Shop

Je suis Severine

Introductory Azette

The World Of Dolls: Pearls

Modifica Pact

Toy Fair Recap

Volks Goes To The Beach!
Celebrating Tonner’s Silver Anniversary

Mary Astor Doll

Kingdom Doll
Introduces Draig

francie @ SQ

Goes To The Beach!
WINTER 2016
Comics
$6.99/ $10.00 print

HOLIDAY 2016
Under The Tree
$6.99 Digital only

KINGDOM DOLL COMPENDIUM
Book
$32.99 print

SPRING 2016

Monochrome

ON THE COVER: SEVERINE AND FRIENDS ARE SHAKING UP THE FASHION DOLL UNIVERSE, MAKING THEIR DEBUT ON OUR COVER. PHOTOGRAPHY BY ERNESTO PADRÓ-CAMPOS.

SUBSCRIBERS: BE SURE TO CHECK YOUR EMAIL AT THE BEGINNING OF JANUARY TO DOWNLOAD YOUR DIGITAL VERSION OF THIS ISSUE. YOUR FRIENDS CAN ALSO BUY SINGLE ISSUES IN PRINT OR IN DIGITAL FORM ON OUR WEBSITE:

www.fashiondollquarterly.co
## DEPARTMENTS

- Pg.12 Editor's Letter
- Pg.16 Newsfront: Stacy Leigh Gallery Show
- Pg.18 Newsfront: Mel Odom's Secrets Garden
- Pg.19 The Depinking of Barbie
- Pg.22 Newsfront: Tonner One World Merger
- Pg.23 Men's POV
- Pg.26 Events: BlytheCon 2015
- Pg.28 What's New: Tiny Frock Shop
- Pg.84 Last Look: By Ernesto Padró-Campos

## FEATURES

- Pg.30 Cover Girls: Séverine and Friends
- Pg.34 Denisa Medrano- The Stylist Behind The Hair
  By Andrew Yang
- Pg.36 A Conversation: Josh McKenney & William Scott Blair
- Pg.37 Costuming Movies in the Golden Age, by John Davey
- Pg.40 Dolls & Fashion: A Love Story
- Pg.48 Designer Antonio Realli
  By Terri Gold
- Pg.52 Guess Who? Virgin-Archer
  By Ian Price
- Pg.58 Silk & Swirls
  By Glenn Mielke
- Pg.62 Bette Davis Eyes
  By Angela Nielsen
- Pg.68 The Monochrome World of Color
  By Paul Bruce and James Kirwan

## FASHION

- Pg.66 Black & White, and Beautiful
  By Michaela Unbehau
- Pg.72 The Technicolor World of Monolithic Studio
  By Ernesto Padró-Campos
On the cover: I’m with Francie!
Francie ushered a new era to the Barbie doll’s world. In #1207 “Floating-In” from 1968-69, a blonde bendable leg doll leads her cousin in style and youth appeal. Photography by Ernesto Padró-Campos.
www.fashiondollquarterly.co.
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Pg.10  Editor’s Letter
Pg.14  Men’s POV
Pg.18  Newsfront: Barbie in Montreal
Pg.20  Newsfront: Toy Fair 2016
Pg.22  What’s New: Milestones
Pg.80  Last Look: By Ernesto Padró-Campos

FEATURES

Pg.24  Designer Focus: Ayal Armon
Pg.26  Meet Anouk,
By Ian Price
Pg.32  Happy Birthday, Francie!
By Ernesto Padró-Campos
Pg.40  Matilda Pink, by Ian Price
Pg.46  The Delightful World of
Dolly Treasures,
By Angela Nielsen
Pg.50  Kim’s Fölk: KimLondon
By Ian Price
Pg.57  Well Suited! Featuring
Brenda Starr,
By Glenn Mielke
Pg.63  Designers & Dolls: Part 2,
By Michaela Unbehau

FASHION

Pg.70  Dancing With Make A
Move Barbie,
By Michaela Unbehau
Pg.74  Retro Candy,
By Pamela Thompson
AUTUMN 2016

On The Beach

On the cover: Volks takes us into the warm weather with some very fashionable Japanese sunbathers. Photo, courtesy of Volks, Inc.
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Pg.10  Editor’s Letter
Pg.18  Newsfront: Artists Take on GoT
Pg.16  Newsfront: Musée de la Poupée
Pg.21  Men’s POV
Pg.23  Newsfront: Jamieshow in Chicago
Pg.27  Newsfront: TonnerCon 25th Anniversary
Pg.80  Last Look: Pidgin at the pool

FEATURES
Pg.32  Debut of Mary Astor Doll
Pg.36  Doug James’ Latest
Pg.38  Volks Makes Waves With SD16
Pg.42  There Might Be Dragons: Kingdom Doll
Pg.46  Meet The Lovetones
   By Andrew Yang
Pg.50  Meet Babette
   By Ernesto Padro Campos
Pg.54  Articulated Lady
   By Ian Price
Pg.58  Artist Q&A: Cyguy
   By Terri Gold
Pg.62  A Beach Vacation
   By Cindi Mortensen
Pg.64  A Short History of The Sundress
   By John Davey

FASHION
Pg.70  Poolside Pretties,
   By Angela Nielsen
Pg.74  Color Up!
   By Michaela Unbehau

Correction: In the Summer issue of FDQ, “Rocker Bride” - 21” Limited Edition Cissy Fashion Doll, by Madame Alexander was listed incorrectly as “Debutante.”
On the cover: FDQ gets an exclusive first look at Kingdom Doll's "Camelot" event doll, "Guinevere". This iconic consort to King Arthur wears resin wings and a berry satin charmeuse strapless gown, scattered with beads and sequins. Wig by Illaria. New sculpt is called "Carvetii". The Carvetii were an Iron Age people and were subsequently identified as a civitas (canton) of Roman Britain living in what is now Cumbria, in North-West England.
DEPARTMENTS
Pg.10 Editor’s Letter
Pg.13 Mens’ POV
Pg.15 Newsfront: BarbieCon
Pg.19 Pullip Event is Out of This World!
Pg.22 Newsfront: Blythe Con
Pg.26 Newsfront: ComicCon
Pg.84 Last Look: Taking Care of Business

FEATURES
Pg.30 Artist Q&A With Noel Cruz
Pg.34 V. Jhon Introduces A New Doll
Pg.38 Profile: Depth Dolls
By Andrew Yang
Pg.42 Tiny Frock Shop Update
Pg.44 Maiko and The Art of Dioramas
By VinTrapani
Pg.50 Camelot: The KD Event
Pg.56 Kim London On Location
By Ian Price
Pg.63 A Lifelong Friend: Ricky
By Ernesto Padró- Campos
Pg.68 The Beatles As Comic Art
By Paul Bruce
Pg.70 Catwoman Through The Ages
By Glenn Miele

FASHION
Pg.78 Wear White Now
By Michaela Unbehau
HOLIDAY 2016

Under The Tree

On the cover: Joshua McKenney continues to beguile us with PidginDoll. Seen here on our cover, "Lady E", a OOAK that is part of the “Ink On Pink” collection: www.pidgindoll.com
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Pg.14 Editor’s Letter
Pg.17 Newsfront: Barbie OOAK Model
Pg.16 Holiday Wish List
Pg.72 Last Look: Winter White
By Pat Henry

FEATURES
Pg.20 Pidgin Doll on The Catwalk
Pg.26 Working With Backdrops
by Angela Nielsen
Pg.30 Artist Q&A: Sandy Halsted
by Paul Bruce
Pg.34 Emperis Doll
Pg.41 Kitty Collier: Grande Dame of Style

By Ernesto Padro Campos
Pg.48 A Spin on The Ice
By Cindi Mortensen

FASHION
Pg.50 Precious Christmas,
By Michaela Unbehau
Pg.56 MOD-ochromatic,
By Denise Jefferson
Pg.74 Animal Farm,
By Michaela Unbehau
On the cover: The Kingdom Doll "Camelot" event doll, Guinevere, photographed by Alexandra Forbes for Kingdom Doll, UK.

www.fashiondollquarterly.co
The KD Compendium is something of a photo album, covering the first three years of the UK-based doll company. The book includes all the coverage of the company from FDQ issues, along with exclusive photography from Kingdom Doll that was used to announce, and sometimes tease, new and possibly future dolls to the line.

The Compendium takes you from the initial debut of “Nelson” and our covergirl, “Brighton” up to the Camelot event, as well as the introduction of the Kinsmen and the newest sculpts of the time, such as Carvetti, and Icini. The book includes a timeline of the product drops along with the head sculpt names and their use for different dolls up to 2016.

The book is out of print and was not made available in digital format. As more and more collectors depend on the internet for information, this book may become more valuable as an instant reference guide to the beginnings of a now very successful doll company.
2015 DIGITAL & PRINT

SPRING 2015
Innovation
$6.99 digital/ $10.00 print

SUMMER 2015
Elegance
$6.99 digital/ $10.00 print
SPRING 2015

Innovation

ON THE COVER: HISTORY IN THE MAKING. THREE GENE DOLLS, REPRESENTING EACH COMPANY THAT HAS PRODUCED HER. PHOTOGRAPHED BY TOM LOGAN.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEPARTMENTS</th>
<th>FEATURES</th>
<th>CRAFTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Letter from the Editor</td>
<td>Elegance</td>
<td>Color Magic Barbie Paper Dolls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men's POV</td>
<td>By Ernesto Padro Campos</td>
<td>By Glenn Mielke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newsfront: Lammily</td>
<td>Horsman at 150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are Fashion Dolls Having</td>
<td>Wig Caps, by Terri Gold</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Moment? Part 2</td>
<td>Imitiation of Life,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newsfront: AHS Dolls</td>
<td>by Ernesto Padro Campos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEWSFRONT: Kingdom Doll</td>
<td>Lady Fair Hair; Tressy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makies- Makie Me!</td>
<td>By Ernesto Padro Campos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newsfront: Tonner Store</td>
<td>Dangerous Liaisons</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artist Profile: Tom Logan</td>
<td>By Ian Price</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imitation of Life: Bend leg Barbie and Friends</td>
<td>Flashback: The Business of Busy,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last Look: Timeless</td>
<td>By Paul Bruce</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Back To The Future- Commentary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>By Cindy Mortensen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SUMMER 2015

Elegance

ON THE COVER: JAMIESHOW’S LINDA WEARS THE LATEST FROM THE COLLECTION OF AYAL ARMON. PHOTOGRAPHY BY GEORGE GONZALEZ FOR JAMIESHOW.
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Pg.18 Newsfront: Doll Observers Poll
Pg.20 Newsfront: ToyBacker Launches for new toy companies
Pg.24 Newsfront: Pretty Chess Chocolate Mint Case
Pg.26 Elegant Dolls in Elegant Settings
Pg.30 Franklin Lim Lao
Pg.38 Flashback: Beautiful Crissy, Part I by Larraine Elcock
Pg.72 Stacked! By Maryann Roy
Pg.76 Coiffure de Elegance: Quick Curl Barbie
By Paul Bruce and James Erwin
Pg.96 Last Look: Elegant blossom, PidginDoll

FEATURES

Pg.33 Robert Tonner:
Portrait of A Young Collector,
By Barbara Gabriel
Pg.38 Gene: Two Decades of Elegance
Pg.48 The Rebirth of Venus: Severine
By Ernesto Padro Campos
Pg.50 Ayal Armon for JamieShow
Pg.56 Man, Oh Man, by
Ernesto Padro Campos
Pg.62 Couture Democracy, by Ian Price

FASHION

Pg.80 Beijing Beautiful, by Glenn Mielke
Pg. 84 Endless Summer, by
Michaela Unbehau
Pg.90 Lights, Camera, Fashion, by Denise Jefferson
AUTUMN 2015

Photography

ON THE COVER: OUR LATEST COVER GIRL IS AN FDQ SNEAK PEEK AT KINGDOM DOLL'S NEW SELGOVIAE SCULPT, APPEARING AS “ORBIT”. BOOKMARK WWW.KINGDOMDOLL.CO.UK FOR NEWS ON WHEN SHE GOES ON SALE. PHOTOGRAPHY BY ALEXANDRA FORBES FOR KINGDOM DOLL.
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Pg.12 Editor’s Letter
Pg.15 Newsfront: Doll Artists Gets Appropriated on Instagram
Pg.18 Newsfront: FAO Schwarz Closes NYC Store
Pg.19 Events: JamieShow Celebrates Gene and Friends
Pg.22 The Thorne Rooms
Pg.24 TonnerCon: Guilty Pleasures
Pg.46 Flashback: Lalka: A Last Look,
  By Carolyn Teachman

FEATURES

Pg.28 INSTAgratification: An Instagram Tip sheet
  By Andrew Yang
Pg.33 What’s In A Name?
  By Ian Price

Pg.38 The Evolution of the Realm
  By Anna Duffy
Pg.44 The Patchwork Girls
  By Andrew Yang
Pg.50 Vita Soyka: The Commission
  By Andrew Yang
Pg.54 Smoke & Mirrors
  By Ian Price
Pg.59 Beautiful Dreams with RDGDoll
  By Ernesto Padró Campos
Pg.64 Tips from Moreville, by Cindi Mortensen
Pg.66 Rufus’ Dream by Barbara Gabriel and Angela Nielsen
ON THE COVER: THE LATEST INCARNATION OF TONNER DOLL COMPANY’S DÉJÀ VU IS AAHMAS, THE EGYPTIAN PRINCESS. PHOTO BY PAT HENRY.

www.fashiondollquarterly.co
ON THE COVER: JAMIESHOW’S LATEST GENE MARSHALL IS THE FABULOUS “HOLIDAY HOSTESS”, WHICH COMES WITH HER OWN DRESSING ROOM.

PHOTOGRAPH OF HOLIDAY GALA GENE BY GEORGE GONZALEZ FOR JAMIESHOW.
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Pg.14  Editor’s Letter
Pg.16 Barbie Goes Italian!
Pg.18 Newsfront: Mattel Articulates BFMC
Pg.22 Metrodoll’s Tenth
Pg.29 Events: Royals Gone Wilde
Pg.34 Events: Kingdom Doll
Pg.38 Integrity Convention
Pg.84 Last Look: By Terri Gold

FEATURES

Pg.42 FDQ’s Holiday Wish List
By Michaela Unbehau
Pg.48 JamieShow Announces Holiday Gala Gene

Pg.50 Meet Luna
By Pat Henry

FASHION

Pg.60 Gold Rush
By Pat Henry
Pg.68 Fashion Festival
By Michaela Unbehau
Pg.76 Silver Screen Society
By Denise Jefferson
2014 DIGITAL & PRINT

SPRING 2014
Mystery
$6.99 Digital/ $10.00 Print

SUMMER 2014
Architecture
$6.99 Digital/ $10.00 Print
Holidays.

AUTUMN 2014
Happy Families!
$6.99 Digital/ $10.00 Print

WINTER 2014
Happy Holidays!
$6.99 Digital/ $10.00 Print

HOLIDAY 2014
Happy Holidays!
$6.99 Digital only

SPRING 2014

Mystery

ON THE COVER: KINGDOM DOLL’S LATEST DOLL, “BRIGHTON”, USES THE NOVANTA SCULPT, PHOTOGRAPHED EXCLUSIVELY FOR FDQ BY ALEXANDRA FORBES.

www.fashiondollquarterly.co
ON THE COVER: THE LATEST NEW GLAMOUR GIRL FROM JAMIESHOW, MADRA LORD, JOINS HER FRIEND GENE MARSHALL IN RESIN. PHOTO BY GEORGE GONZALES FOR JAMIESHOW.
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08  Letter from the Editor
13  Mens’ POV, by Ian Price
20  Newsfront: Kingdom Doll News
22  Newsfront: McQueen Presents a Dream of A Doll
24  CoutureDolls.com & JamieShow.com!
26  Flashback: Artful Architecture by Paul Bruce
96  Last Look: Shop Keeping

FEATURES

18  In Praise of Dot Festeu
26  FDQ Interior Design Contest
38  The Disappearance of John Hampton

42  Flashback: Artful Architecture by Paul Bruce

FASHION

50  Alternate Realities
   By Terri Gold

58  Built To Last
   By Alex Forbes and Pat Henry

64  Urban Edge
   By Denise Jefferson

72  Sixties Chic
   By Ian Price

78  No Detail Too Small
   By Baris and Ian Price

85  Sofa, So Good!
   By Glenn Mielke

CRAFTS

94  Kingdom Doll Tote Bag
   By Amanda Arnold
AUTUMN 2014

Holidays

ON THE COVER: CARMEN DELL’ORIFICE COMES ALIVE IN A GOLD LACE BEADED GOWN. PHOTOGRAPH, PAT HENRY EXCLUSIVELY FOR FDQ.
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08 Letter from the Editor
14 Newsfront: Retro Chic Barbie in Paris
   By Mario Paglino
17 Le Petit Theatre de Dior
18 Newsfront: Volks Closes Store in US
19 Men’s POV: Ian Price
21 First Person: Andrew Yang
26 TonnerCon 2014
96 Last Look: Shop Keeping

FEATURES

23 Candy Corn Capers: Getting Barbie ready for Halloween
   By Paul Bruce
32 Introducing iDollogy
   By Andrew Yang
36 You CAN Take It With You:
   Travel trunks and bags
   By Pat Henry
46 Braniff International
   By Pat Henry
48 Come Fly With Me: Stewardess Dolls
   By Anna Duffy
54 Jet Setting Simona
   By Ian Price
60 Travels With My Doll
   By Ian Price
66 Sewing Circle of Friends on Holiday
   By Lorraine Elcock
68 Carmen Dell’Orifice: Icon
84 Skill of The Hunt: A thrifter’s guide to a re-purposeful life
   By Jamie Kelly
89 Barbie’s Astro Fashions
   By Glenn Mielke

FASHION

72 On The Beach
   By Terri Gold
80 A Woman For All Seasons
   By Alexandra Forbes
89 Barbie’s Astro Fashions
   By Glenn Mielke

CRAFTS

44 Have Luggage, Will Travel
   By Durelle Brown
96 Fly Me! Digital Pattern for 16-inch fashion dolls,
   By Doug James
ON THE COVER: VOLKS LATEST SD16 FCS NOW AVAILABLE, PHOTOGRAPHED EXCLUSIVELY FOR FDQ BY VOLKS, INC. FROM LEFT TOP: SD16G F-34 (PS NORMAL), SD16G F-23 (PS SUNLIGHT). FROM LEFT BOTTOM: SD16G PEARL (PS EBONY), SD16G RUBY (PS NORMAL), SD16G GARNET (PS WHITE)
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8 Letter from the Editor
16 Musée de Poupée
   Celebrates 20 Year
18 Sybarite Event in LA
20 Newsfront: Pullip Event
22 Barbie NEWS
24 Are Fashion Dolls Having A Moment?
26 Tonner Tour in Kingston
28 Theriaults Auction:
   Tonner’s Private Collection
30 Tom Tierney, iconic paper doll artist dies
31 Toast of Manhattan Event
33 Men’s POV
35 Newsfront: New Line from Joey Versaw

36 PIDGIN DOLL
   CONTEST RESULTS!
96 Last Look: Inspired

FEATURES

41 Framing The Family
   By Paul Bruce
44 Kingdom Doll: Year One
   By Amanda Arnold
48 Volks, Inc.: Inside One of the Great Family Businesses
   By Pat Henry
54 The Littlechap Family
   By Ian Price and Ernesto Padro Campos
62 A Dreary Genealogy
   By Ernesto Padro Campos
68 Beverly’s Beauties
   By Ian Price

74 momoko and ruruko: Sister Act!
   By Larraine Elcock

FASHION

78 Posh In Paris
   By Denise Jefferson
84 Too Cool For School
   By Michaela Unbehau

CRAFTS

90 Mode du Monde Paper Dolls By Glenn Mielke
ON THE COVER: 12” Demi Couture Grace makes her debut at the Madrid Fashion Doll Convention as “on Millia de Oro”. Designed by the eminent fashion doll designer Paco Alcaida, Grace wears a flowing gown with flared tail in peach and lavender. An original design specifically made for the Madrid show.
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12  Letter from the Editor
16  Pidgin Doll’s New Additions
18  Newsfront: It Takes A Village
21  Men’s POV
22  WIN A NEW FASHION DOLL!
24  What’s On Your Holiday List?
27  Meet Sindy: The Doll You Love To Dress!
32  JAMIEshow Presents The Demi Couture Collection
38  Integrity Convention Check List

46  Holidays At Home
    By Michaela Unbehau
56  Feathers, Fur and Fancy Fashion
    by Michaela Unbehau
56  Catwoman Makeover!

CRAFTS

60  Quick Craft: Tablet and Shopping Bag
62  Au Courant Blouse by Horsman, Ltd.
64  Last Look: One more tiny gift
On the cover: Tonner Toys new City Girl dolls will be available in major markets. The dolls can pose beautifully and wear other 16” fashions. Photography by Pat Henry exclusively for FDQ.

www.fashiondollquarterly.co.
ON THE COVER: 1) SDGR GIRL F-42 (ELENA TYPE) NORMAL SKIN: DISPLAY MODEL. 2) SDGR BOY F-48 (RINNON TYPE) SUNLIGHT SKIN: DISPLAY MODEL. ALTHOUGH THEY ARE BOTH DISPLAY MODELS, READERS CAN ORDER FCS WITH THE SAME HEAD & MAKEUP AS SEEN. NOTE: SDGR GIRL & BOY BODIES ARE NOT AVAILABLE IN FCS. PHOTO COURTESY OF VOLKS, INC.
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08 Letter from the Editor
15 Mens’ POV, by Ian Price
17 Newsfront: Toy Fair Coverage
22 Newsfront: Kari Amici, a Special Tribute
25 Newsfront: The Return of Gene
   By Anna Duffy
28 Artist Q&A: PidginDoll
   By Pat Henry
32 Artist Profile: Batchix
   By Mercy Neumark
112 Last Look: Saw The Movie? Read The Book

FEATURES
36 Angel’s Window: A Journey To Volks’ Tenshi-no-Mado
42 DeMuse Dolls, by Nigel Chia
   By Anna Duffy
48 The World of The Numina by Dollcis
   By Judy Moore
54 Musical Muses: A Short Song About Dolls
   By Pat Henry
60 Momoko Rocks! News from PetWORKS
   By Denise Travers
78 Doris Day’s SINGIN’ Pad in Pillow Talk
   By Maryann Roy
81 Eclectic Collector: Musically Fashionable
   By Lorraine Elcock
82 Studios That Work: Designers Share their Ateliers
   By Dot Festeu
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Barney's New York, Henri Bendel, Bergdorf Goodman— the city's top luxury retailers (Bloomingdale's, Macy's, Avenues. NYC's world famous holiday window displays 2012 themed window displays on Lexington and Third Fifth Avenue and points east including Bloomingdale's like a Christmas tree with a veritable feast of visual other venerable New York department store would like Doug is through word of mouth, and soon an- much of the work that comes to freelance artists including Lord & Taylor. As with any business, sions for department store windows in New York, costumes to specialty headgear and exotic millinery. affordable, and has expanded his base of work from years in the costume department at "Saturday Night sively refurbish vintage and antique hats. His many creations in the hands of designers who are limited hats for film and theatre. (http://theatricalhatstorent. His website caters Muppets Movie -• www.fdqmedia.com www.fdqmedia.com •}

Now that the holidays are upon us, the city lights up voyage 34 • www.fdqmedia.com www.fdqmedia.com •

Tonyner Toys introduces a new doll for little Macabre inspired by The Artist's Work...

Maudlynne Macabre® – She’s Bitter Sweet

Jason Reilley, one of the partners at Tonner Toys, was asked where Maudlynn Macabre came from. " I took a lot of inspiration from the Addams Family, The Munsters, Ellowyne Wilde and Evangeline Ghastly. I always loved the 'darker' characters from those amazing shows. They were quirky and just a touch spooky, but still had a sweetness and accessibility that made you love them. So even though Maudlynne tends to lean toward the darker and a bit spooky side, she's still just an adorable young girl who embraces her eccentricity and the Dead Celebrity Club: Why are they so popular?

What is it about a fashion doll made in the eighties, a OOAK sculpted Cary Grant on a screen are a sure thing. They are known by one and all as beautiful, tal- throw that out there? Perhaps it is knowing that these idols of stage and doppelganger that is so allur- but she and Rock deep, real deep. So this is not a criticism, this is an observation. and when it comes to my favorite stars, like Audrey Hepburn, I go in...
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BREAKOUT SPECIAL 2011
KEN’S FIFTIETH BIRTHDAY
$6.99 Digital ONLY
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Japan

On the cover: FDQ presents our Volks exclusive SD16, Ami Ayase. This spectacular doll was presented to our team in Japan on a once-in-a-lifetime visit.
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82 High Style, By Denise Jefferson
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   By Alexandra Forbes
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104 Art Attack! Decorating Your Diorama
   By Audrey Dubovik
108 The Wiggle Dress Pattern
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BREAKOUT 2011

Ken's 50th Birthday

On the cover: Barbie and Ken Basics take a moment on the photo shoot in California for the big Ken Reunion. Photo by Pat Henry, shot on location at Mattel Studios.

This special edition of FDQ is part of the National Barbie Doll Convention celebration and is not a part of the standard subscription run.
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COLOR.
$10.00

SUMMER 2010
THE WILD
$10.00
Fresh as spring, young Ellowyne Wilde tries to spice up her wardrobe by letting her best friend Prudence Moody put together a new look for her. Read more about Ms. Wilde and her friends, including the upcoming debut of arch nemesis Amber!

Photo by Pat Henry
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Hey babe, take a walk on the wild side. Meet our latest exclusive FDQ model, the JamieShow’s FDQ Deneuve. Read more about her inside. Limited edition of only 50 of these gorgeous dolls. Photo by Alex Forbes exclusively for FDQ. Find other models from JamieShow exclusively at Angelic Dreamz. www.angelicdreamz.com
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What will the ultimate doll of the future look like? We think perhaps a bit of BJD, a splash of fashion doll and a good pinch of runway mannequin. As seen on the moon, of course.

Photo illustration by Pat Henry exclusively for FDQ.
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On the cover: Numina Devon, an FDQ exclusive, LE50, photographed by Alexandra Forbes exclusively for Fashion Doll Quarterly.
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Rock On! Barbie is so many things, but she is most of all, a star. In her many incarnations, she has been a chanteuse, a teeny bopper, a folkie, and a rapper but we like her best as her pink plastic self.

Photo Illustration by Pat Henry
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58 Flashback: Little Pink Houses
On the heels of the delivery of the first AvantGuards, Jason Wu previews two of the new dolls for 2009. Androgyny, a redhead in black and Aphrodisiac, a wild blonde in satin and stripes. Dolls are due in Spring. Photography by Jayme Thornton.
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God save the Queen and Rule Brittania! Madame Alexander presents the mighty Queen Elizabeth I as part of their Fashion History series. The redheaded Queen (using the Marlene Dietrich sculpt) wears sumptuous black velvet studded with pearls, along with ruffled collar and cuffs, designed by Maria Cruz.

Photograph courtesy of the Alexander Doll Company. Photo illustration by Alexandra Forbes.
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She is not only the most famous doll in the world, she is one of the most popular branded items in modern history. Billions of Barbie dolls have been sold around the world, and we are celebrating Ms. Roberts in honor of her 50th birthday, for all she has done and all she meant to every doll lover of all ages.

Photograph of Vintage #1 Barbie dolls by Matthew Sky. Be sure to order our special edition Barbie issue while quantities still last!
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It is the juggernaut of 21st century pop culture. A Mormon housewife dreamt of a vampire sparking in a glade and the rest is history. And along with so many other "Twilight" fans, we wanted to celebrate the upcoming second film, "New Moon."

Repaireted Edward doll, repainted Bella and resculpted Sean O’Neill character figure reborn as Jacob Black, by Jenny Sutherland of JACS Design. Photograph by Alexandra Forbes.
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The latest addition to the wonderful world of Tonner dolls now includes a new muse, Antoinette. This lovely 16-inch fashion doll has the leaner model body and improved articulation, along with a lovely new sculpt. Photo courtesy of Tonner Doll Company.
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BARBIE CON 2009

Celebration!

She is not only the most famous doll in the world, she is one of the most popular branded items in modern history. Billions of Barbie dolls have been sold around the world, and we are celebrating Ms. Roberts in honor of her 50th birthday, for all she has done and all she means to every doll lover of all ages.

Photograph of brunette bubblecut Barbie doll by Matthew Sky. She is wearing a rare Mattel prototype from the collection of Patrick McGovern designed by Charlotte Johnson.
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IN FOCUS (2009)

Digital Photography for the Doll Collector

On the cover: Numina Grey sets up her shot, wearing a sleeveless blouse by Ashton Drake.
Photo, by Pat Henry, exclusively for FDQ.

This book is currently out of print and not available in digital form.
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Who better to personify the dark and twisty vibe of gothic than Wilde Imagination’s Evangeline Wilde? She is dramatic, romantic, and just a little twisted. We think that makes her just perfect for the cover. Evangeline wears a OOAK ensemble and a new wig designed by Joe Petroliese for Wilde Imagination. Photography by Susan Renée Tomb.
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Let’s face it. She is the ultimate in glamour. She is a model/actress/astronaut/president/veterinarian, in couture clothes. Where would the fashion doll world be without Miss Barbie Roberts? “Vera Wang” Barbie, wearing cream crepe and lace gown with ribbon trim by Mattel. Photography by Pat Henry.
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We are proud to introduce Paul Pham’s luminous new doll, Grey, part of The Numina. Grey is the first of three sisters (the other two will appear in 2009). She is a 16-inch resin ball-jointed doll with a hand painted face by Paul Pham. Dressed doll is a limited edition of 50 sold exclusively through FDQ for subscribers only. Photography by Alexandra Forbes.
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The Tonner Doll Company continues to innovate with their own resin ball-jointed dolls. For the first time, Tonner officially presents Lady G, in honor of the Re-Imagination breakfast at this year’s “Dreamscapes” convention, held in Lombard, Illinois, May 16-18th, 2008. Photo Illustration by Alexandra Forbes.
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Introducing Irvin

Volks continues to bring to collectors the most beautiful and ethereal creatures from the world of Super Dollfie. On the cover, SD13 EBONY YOSEI IRVIN, available exclusively through Fashion Doll Quarterly. Irvin is a limited edition of 100. Photography courtesy of Volks, Inc.
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This page: The peaceful entrance to the tea garden at Tenshi No Sato in Kyoto. The engraved sign outside the main gates tells you you have arrived at your final destination.
Lucky convention goers are the first to see this sneak peek of a 2009 doll, “Empress of The Golden Blossom” Barbie doll. From the elegant ornaments in her hair to the stunning brocade kimono and gown, this lady is sure to impress!

Photography courtesy of Mattel, Inc.
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Barbie’s New Dream House (1965) gets a makeover with the help of Maryann Roy’s furniture collection, Welcome Home. A new rug and some homey touches are all Barbie needs to refresh her home sweet home!
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They come into your living room every Sunday night, why not have them in for coffee all the time? The Alexander Doll Company proudly presents ABC’s “Desperate Housewives” as 16-inch fashion dolls. Dolls can wear Alex clothes as well. Photography by Pat Henry.
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Baroness Agnes (seated right) and the girls relax on their new set for cocktails. The magnetic walls come apart for easy storage. Each doll models different pieces from their “good” and “evil” gift sets. Couch, coffee table and props, all by Jason Wu for Fashion Royalty.
'Walkin' on the moon- Robert Tonner’s new Luna doll is far out! This Martian beauty comes in different skin tones you have never seen before, and even hair that glows in the dark. Her mini Martian friends (Zippy, Starla and Celestra) are coordinated to match her fashionable futuristic attire.

Photography by Pat Henry.
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Mattel busts a move! The new Pivotal bodies give Barbie the added articulation to make her pose and move fluidly. She is ready for her close-up! Mistress of Ceremonies Barbie ships in August. Photography by Pat Henry.
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Who is Valia? She is the newest doll to come from the imagination of Jason Wu. Part fashion doll, part art piece, Valia is a resin, jointed fashion doll, with the best parts of both the modern doll and all of your favorites from the past. Exclusive Valia mini-giftset only available through FDQ.

Illustration, exclusively for FDQ by Jason Wu.
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Cissy wears “Twilight” by Tim Alberts for the Alexander Doll Company. Photograph by Pat Henry.
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GENE-Take Two. In a new partnership with Jason Wu, Mel Odom brings Gene into her latest incarnation, in "Cherry Smash". Photograph by Pat Henry
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Volks premieres the exciting new release of their SD16 girl, Olivia Morgan! Read more about the upcoming event in New York City!
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Angelina models a strapless distressed denim dress with frayed hem and topstitched with silver thread. A distressed denim purse topstitched in gold with golden eyelets and golden belt buckle complete the outfit.

Kit models a green satin and tulle skirt with a coordinating turquoise silk bustier with tulle accents and a belt buckle (boots designed by Superdoll).

Repaints by American Jezebel
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Yukinojo has a fateful meeting when a car crashes on the highway. When he meets Olivia, their destinies are intertwined forever.

Photograph of Joe and Olivia, courtesy of Volks, Inc.
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Susie makes her first appearance as an official convention doll, here at GAW 2006- Happily Ever After! In keeping with the fairy tale theme, R&D Collectibles re-interprets Little Red Riding Hood, with an edge. Watch out, wolfie! Photograph, courtesy of R&D Collectibles.
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BARBIE CON 2006

That Fabulous Face

On the cover: The iconic face of Barbie, as personified by Trace of Lace™ Fashion Model Barbie®. Photo illustration by Pat Henry
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On The Cover: Is it real, or is it a dream? A doll’s dream house, in fact. This luxurious bedroom is from Oo Bleu, created by Judy Dillon, for the discerning fashiondoll collector. Above, Cara rests on another Oo Bleu creation, made for 19” dolls. Cover photo and set design by Judy Dillon for Oo Bleu.
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On the cover: She is here at last. The extraordinary Poésie Sans Couleur Vanessa Perrin™, designed by Jason Wu for Fashion Royalty, by Integrity Toys. Come celebrate Integrity’s Tenth Anniversary, and order our special offer for subscribers only. This set is a limited edition of 500 pieces. Cover photo by Alexandra Forbes. Vanessa Perrin designed by Jason Wu for Fashion Royalty.
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On the cover: A lovely Susie goes exotic in “Sukotai Muse”. Read more about the growing world of Susie, and check out our Susie makeover contest! Cover photo by David Wu
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On the cover: Kingdom Doll’s LE companion doll for their Alchemy event was Aether, seen here in a LE gown and Madra Lord’s fur coat, from “First Encounter”. Photo, by Pat Henry, exclusively for FDQ.

Subscribers: This is the last issue we will be publishing. You can still purchase issues as single downloads, and some back issues are available in print. Your friends can also buy single issues in digital form or purchase print back issues on our website:
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On the cover: Kyori makes her first appearance as a special convention doll, exclusively for the IFDC, in “Born To Gamble”. Photograph, courtesy of Integrity Toys.

NOTE: Doll does not come with table, chair or poker chips.
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GENE CON 2005

A Decade of Dreams

On the cover: Gene celebrates her tenth anniversary. Illustration, courtesy of Mel Odom.
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On The Cover-
The new 2004 line for the Alexander Doll Company includes Alex and friends with articulated bodies, new hair and make-up, and a new addition! Sofia Cruz debuts, as Alex’s newest friend and the first Latina doll in the series.

Cover Photo by Pat Henry
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On The Cover-
The latest edition to the CED line by Doug James, is Cara Emil Duncan in “Nicely Suited”. Cara has curly auburn hair and hazel eyes. She wears a gray wool pinstripe suit, with a black lace sleeveless stretch tee underneath. Her accessories include a leather purse, eyeglasses with case, separate black skirt and leather sandals. Above, the Grand Prize for the Photo Contest, CED’s Constance Dash wearing “Antiquing” in red. Cover and photo this page, by Pat Henry
AUTUMN 2004

On The Cover
The latest trend in fashion dolls is the androgynous and stylish Century Model Hommes. Benjamin wears a very modern suit and tie, by Volks of Japan. Also available is Ashley, and the girls of the Century Model line, “Styling Up To You”, which can be ordered from the Volks website: www.volks.co.jp

Cover photo provided courtesy of Volks.
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12- On The Links- Internet talent, by LeeAnn Bernard
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20- Patchat!- About Men
74- Book Review: Tyler Wentworth’s Fifth Anniversary Album
97- Retro Playline- Johnny Hero
100- Man of Action- Sportsmen of RC2
105- Eclectic Collector- Adult Dolls
108- First Person- Dreams & Inspirations, by Penny Azar
120- Last Look- Cleabella At Home

FEATURES

22- Meet Coquette! Alexander Doll Co. reinvents Cissy
26- Ciao, Marcella! The new fashion doll
28- Inside the Liz Biz- Jozef Szekeres at the Factory- by Penny Azar
32- Q&A with Jennifer Sutherland of JACS- by Alex Forbes
34- The Volks Phenomenon- by Sonia Rivera
40- Super Dollfie: A Collector’s Story- by AnnMarie LaBella
42- FDQ Photo Contest Winners!
45- Where Are All The Women?- by Angela Knox
48- The IFDC: Sheer Perfection!- by Sonia Rivera
50- Profile on Ann Zelinski Old- by Pat Henry
66- Sartorial Splendor- The Rules of Menswear, by Pat Henry.
84- The Bond Women- by Barbara Emanuele
90- Why Do Men Collect Dolls?- by John Medeiros
107- Real World View: About Copyright- by Lyn Waring
102- International Scene: Asian Mandolls- by Rudi Teruel

ENTERTAINMENT

109- Guy ’Tude for the Vinyl Dude- by Tracy Weston

FASHION

60- Swimsuit Illustrated- Vinyl Vixens on The Beach! Photography by Brian McCary
76- Bond Girl Fashion- by Alex Forbes
88- The Fashion Blender- by Randall Craig

PATTERNS AND CRAFTS

114- Playboy Bunny Costume- by Steve Skutka
116- Menswear Pattern- by Charles Josef
WINTER 2004

Hollywood

On The Cover- A very special Gene, designed by Lynne Day, for Ashton Drake. “Film Fatale” is a blonde dressed doll, wearing the classic look of a white tie and tails, complete with top hat. Retailer exclusive available in November. Photographed exclusively for Fashion Doll Quarterly, by the man who started it all. Cover photo by Mel Odom.
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12- We’ve Gotta Have It- Shopper’s source
14- On The Links- Talent on the Internet
18- Entre Nous- Entertainment
27- Patchat!- The pundit’s view
33- Artist’s Inspiration- Jozef Szekeres
68- Book Review- “The Way We Wore”
93- Playline- The English Roses
99- Eclectic Collector- Petite Blythe
by Valerie Myers
100- Looking Back- Tina Cassini
120- Last Look- Behind the Scene with Trent

FEATURES
20- The Exclusive Interview With Ken- by Thomas O’Brien
25- Versace Barbie Hits The Red Carpet
by Dana Darby
30- Sideshow Takes On “VanHelsing”
by Sonia Rivera
34- Designing Male- Tim Alberts- by Sonia Rivera
38- The Insider- Backstage Drama- Kyori Sato
by Pat Henry
44- The Maxwell Saga- An Online Soap Opera
49- Cover Girl- Lynne Day designs “Film Fatale”
by Sonia Rivera
52- The Hollywood Magicians- The Costume
Designers of the Golden Era- by Pat Henry
90- Across The Pond- Custom House Dolls, by Lynn
and Marc Turner
94- Crossing Over- The Life of Riley, by LeeAnn
Bernard
98- International Scene- Asian Hollywood, by Rudi
Teruel
100- Eclectic Collector- Mini Blythe, by Valerie
Myers

ENTERTAINMENT
11- Star Gazing!- The Zodiac Girlz
59- The Lost Sketches of Draper- by Brian Bulkley
62- Go West, Young Woman! Photo Essay
by Brian McCarty
66- We Love Lucy- Life in One Quarter Scale
by Derek Riggs
104- Making Your Own Movies- by Shari Field

FASHION
70- Red Carpet Glamour
Photography by Alex Forbes
78- Diamonds Are A Girl’s Best Friend
by Pat Henry
86- The Fashion Blender- by Randall Craig
101- Man of Action- Celebrity Sculpt- by John Medeiros
On the cover: “Diamond Dusted” Veronique is the convention doll this year, and she does not disappoint! Created by Jason Wu for the IFDC, Veronique’s platinum hair is set off by the sparkle of diamonds. A limited edition of 500, created by Integrity Toys, Inc.
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3 Thanks to our donors
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13 IFDC Paper Doll by Durelle Brown
14 Sheer Goddess Centerfold
16 Meet The Artists- View The Winners of this year’s FDM Awards
18 The Vault
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22 Fashion Blender: Susie
26 Traveling In Style with Fashion Royalty
28 Last Look
Cosmetic Take-over! A new development - The Fashion Royalty™ ladies, Véronique™ and Adèle®, better watch their backs! Kyori Sato’s™ new ally, Natalia Fatale™, arrives just in time for this special event at My Favourite Doll. Read more about her inside!

On The Cover

Cosmetic Take-over! A new development - The Fashion Royalty™ ladies, Véronique™ and Adèle®, better watch their backs! Kyori Sato’s™ new ally, Natalia Fatale™, arrives just in time for this special event at My Favourite Doll. Read more about her inside!

Fashion Royalty™ by Integrity Toys, Inc. Cover photo by Pat Henry.
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7- We’ve Gotta Have It! New FR accessories
28- Last Look - Travel should always be stylish!

FEATURES
8- The Insider: Charms de la Mode - Dorinda Balaneci and Norita Bergman
10- Newsfront: Cosmetic Take-over! Meet Natalia Fatale
16- Profile: Meet Steven Fraser of Masterstroke
20- Feature: All about My Favourite Doll by Sonia Rivera

ENTERTAINMENT
14- Pull out Fashion Royalty Calendar - Illustrations by Jason Wu

FASHION
24- Purrfect Knits! by Pat Henry
On the cover: Jason Wu’s divine new Véronique Pérrin takes part of the movement, with new articulated jointing in the arms. Véronique wears a black satin corset, with lace trimmed cups, silk ribbon straps, pinstripe pants and metal wrist cuffs. Designed by Jason Wu exclusively for the Fashion Royalty Collection. Fashion Royalty is a product of Integrity Toys.
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9- History Comes to Alexander Doll Company
   By M. Dalton King
25- The Vault
   by Pat Henry
31- Royal Flush- Jason Wu and Fashion Royalty
   by Sonia Rivera
35- The Art of Articulation
42- Illustrator Brian Bulkley Draws Us In
49- Articulate Me!
   by Rudi Teruel
57- The Rosalind Wood Story- Derek Riggs
   by Sonia Rivera
69- The Photography of Mel Odom
96- Celebrate Chinese New Year!
   by Gael Sapiro
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82- A Taste Of Champagne
   Photography by Pat Henry
90- Sweater Girl- Tonner’s Knits
   by Pam Tobey
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110- Siren Dress for Alex
   by Steve Skutka
112- Hosiery and Boots for 11- and 16” dolls
   by Thomas O’Brien
114- Putting Your Computer to Use
   by Marian Jasper
116- The CED Boudoir Chair
   by Doug James
Although FDQ is no longer being published, we will be digitizing all of the issues we have produced since 2003, including our special convention issues. It has been very enjoyable looking back and revisiting Fashion Doll Quarterly over the years, and it has been heartwarming, and even bittersweet, reading the work and enjoying the art and photography of friends we cherish, as well as those who are long gone.

What remains is a record of a generation in which dolls brought millions of avid collectors together for events, conventions and discussions online to share their passion for fashion dolls and their world.

Be sure to check back on our website as new additions from our archive are made available for download to your tablet or desktop, so you can carry multiple issues wherever you go without all that bulk.

Thank you all for taking this journey along with us!
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